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ABSTRACT6

A simple and robust framework is proposed for the partitioning of the different components7

of internal variability and model uncertainty in an unbalanced multimember multimodel en-8

semble (MM2E) of climate projections obtained for a suite of statistical downscaling models9

(SDMs) and global climate models (GCMs). It is based on the quasi-ergodic assumption10

for transient climate simulations. Model uncertainty components are estimated from the11

noise-free-signals of the different modeling chains using a two-way ANOVA framework. The12

residuals from the noise-free-signals are used to estimate the large and small scale inter-13

nal variability components associated with each considered GCM/SDM configuration. This14

framework makes it possible to take into account all members available from any climate15

ensemble of opportunity.16

Uncertainty is quantified as a function of lead time for projections of changes in temperature17

and precipitation produced for a mesoscale alpine catchment. Internal variability accounts18

for more than 80% of total uncertainty in the first decades. This proportion decreases to19

less than 10% at the end of the century for temperature but remains greater than 50%20

for precipitation. Small scale internal variability is negligible for temperature however it is21

similar to the large scale component for precipitation, whatever the projection lead time.22

SDM uncertainty is always greater than GCM uncertainty for precipitation. It is also greater23

for temperature in the middle of the century. The response-to-uncertainty ratio is very high24

for temperature. For precipitation, it is always less than one, indicating that even the sign25

of change is uncertain.26
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1. Introduction27

a. Uncertainty sources28

A critical issue in climate change impact studies is the estimation of uncertainties asso-29

ciated with future projections along with the estimation of the contribution of the different30

uncertainty sources. As pointed out by Dobler et al. (2012), very different sources of uncer-31

tainty are involved including scenario uncertainty, model uncertainty and model’s internal32

variability.33

Scenario uncertainty is related to the poorly known future of greenhouse gas emissions.34

Model uncertainty, also termed response uncertainty, corresponds to the dispersion between35

the different climate responses classically obtained with different models for the same forc-36

ing configuration. It is due to the limitations of the model structure and parameterization37

used to represent geophysical processes. Model uncertainty clearly concerns Global Climate38

Models (GCMs) used to simulate at the global scale the response of the climate system39

to atmospheric composition perturbations. It also concerns Regional Downscaling Models40

(RDMs) used to derive corresponding climate scenarios at the regional scale. Model uncer-41

tainty and scenario uncertainty are classically explored via multimodel and multiscenarios42

experiments (IPCC 2007).43

The internal variability of a given GCM/RDM chain supposedly represents the natural44

variability of regional climate at daily to multi-decadal time scales (e.g. Karoly and Wu45

2005). Due to the chaotic and nonlinear nature of atmospheric processes, this variability has46

long been observed even in a stationary climate (Madden 1976). In a non-stationary climate,47

this variability can remain high above the trend related to a given forcing (e.g. greenhouse48

gases and aerosols) (e.g. Hawkins and Sutton 2011; Deser et al. 2012; Lafaysse et al. 2014).49

The internal variability of a given GCM/RDM chain can actually be partitioned into its50

large scale and local scale components (Braun et al. 2012; Lafaysse et al. 2014). The large51

scale component can be attributed to the chaotic variability of the climate at the global52
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scale. Mainly produced by the GCM itself, it corresponds to the variability obtained from a53

given GCM experiment over a long time period for a stationary climate (e.g. Räisänen 2001;54

Deser et al. 2012). Very similar large scale atmospheric circulation patterns can then lead55

to very different meteorological observations at the local scale. This local scale component56

of natural variability is in principle mainly accounted for by the RDM. For instance, when57

a statistical downscaling model (SDM) is used as a RDM, it classically includes a stochastic58

process that produces several possible meteorological scenarios for a given large scale pattern59

or a given sequence of large scale patterns (Buishand and Brandsma 2001; Mezghani and60

Hingray 2009). The local scale internal variability, sometimes referred to as the RDMs61

internal variability, corresponds to the dispersion between these scenarios.62

b. Partitioning and estimating uncertainties63

Estimating the total uncertainty of projections from a multimember multimodel ensemble64

(MM2E) of climate experiments and estimating the contribution of each particular uncer-65

tainty source requires an appropriate statistical framework. Various methods have been66

proposed for this in the recent years. Most are based on empirical statistical analysis or67

more formal Analysis of Variance of projections obtained for a particular MM2E opportu-68

nity (Hawkins and Sutton 2009; Hingray et al. 2007; Räisänen 2001; Yip et al. 2011). In69

all cases, a major difficulty lies in the limited number of members that have until now been70

classically available for most modeling chains and in particular for GCMs. When a large71

number of members is available for a given chain (e.g. GCM), the climate response of the72

chain for the considered projection lead time can be estimated from to the multimember73

mean of the projections. Similarly, the internal variability of the chain can be estimated74

from the inter-member variance of the projections (e.g. Deser et al. 2012). When only a75

few members are available, the climate response of the chain and the effect of its internal76

variability are actually difficult if not impossible to separate, especially when the internal77

variability is non-negligible compared to the chain’s climate response. In such a case, signif-78
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icantly biased estimates are likely to be obtained for the different uncertainty components,79

total uncertainty and significance of projected changes (e.g. Deser et al. 2012; Sansom et al.80

2013; Hingray and Säıd 2014).81

Another consequence of a small number of members is that these estimates may also82

strongly vary from one projection lead time to another, depending on the projection values83

simulated for each lead time. Non-negligible temporal variations in GCM internal variability84

were for instance obtained over the next century by Yip et al. (2011) from regional warming85

projections based on 21 future climate experiments with 2 runs each. Such temporal varia-86

tions are expected to be much greater for other variables presenting a non-negligible internal87

variability such as precipitation (Hingray and Säıd 2014). There is however obviously no88

reason to expect abrupt changes in internal variability in a transient climate.89

In recent years, long time series have become available for the large majority of GCM90

experiments and in turn for a large number of GCM/RDM chains. GCM experiments from91

the ENSEMBLE-Stream2 European research project cover for instance 140 years of the pre-92

industrial period (1860–2000) and the 100 years of the next century (Johns et al. 2011). This93

provides a major opportunity to significantly improve the estimation of internal variability94

and model uncertainty components, total uncertainty and in turn the significance of projected95

changes.96

The aim of this paper is to present a theoretical framework for the partitioning of the to-97

tal uncertainty of climate projections into the four following components: GCM uncertainty,98

SDM uncertainty and large scale and local scale internal variability of the GCM/SDM mod-99

eling chains. The method in particular makes use of all data and simulation experiments100

available for the target region, whatever the number of runs available for instance for each101

GCM. For illustration, the method is applied to hydrometeorological projections based on102

an MM2E of experiments developed for a meso-scale alpine catchment as part of the RI-103

WER2030 research project (Hingray et al. 2013).104

Section 2 describes the regional climate experiments and explains some of the practical105
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choices made for processing the data. Section 3 introduces the two-part statistical framework106

proposed for the analysis (basically an analysis of variance). Some technical developments107

are relegated to the Appendix. Results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses108

the results and presents our conclusions. The data and our code for the calculations in109

this application is available in the supplementary online materials, written in the Matlab110

computing environment (http://www.lthe.fr/RIWER2030/).111

2. Data112

We illustrate the method by applying it to projections of the change in 20-year means113

of precipitation and temperature obtained from the MM2E of opportunity derived within114

the RIWER2030 research project (Hingray et al. 2013; Lafaysse et al. 2014). The MM2E is115

extracted from an original ensemble of daily time series simulated for the years 1860–2099.116

Projections were obtained for the Upper Durance River catchment, a 3850 km2 wide117

drainage basin located in the southern French Alps. They come from Ns = 6 multivariate118

SDMs forced by the outputs of Ne = 11 climate simulations. The simulations correspond119

to Ng = 5 GCMs, an ensemble of 3 runs being available for 3 GCMs. They were obtained120

from the STREAM2 experiment conducted within the ENSEMBLE European project un-121

der 20CM3 historical forcing (with constant solar and volcanic forcing) for the 1860–2000122

historical period and SRES-A1B emission scenario for the 2000–2100 future period (Johns123

et al. 2011). The GCMs, SDMs and corresponding references are listed in Table 1 and Table124

2. The particular GCMs used for the analysis were chosen on the basis of data availability.125

For each GCM/SDM chain, an ensemble of Nk = 100 scenarios is available, resulting from126

the stochastic generation process associated with each SDM (Lafaysse et al. 2014). This gives127

a total of Ns×Ne×Nk = 6600 times series of multivariate meteorological scenarios for 1860–128

2099. Figure 1 shows time series of 20-year mean temperatures and precipitation for selected129

GCM/SDM configurations and members.130
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[ TABLE 1 HERE ]131

[ TABLE 2 HERE ]132

[ FIGURE 1 HERE ]133

As proposed by Hingray et al. (2007), the uncertainty analysis is carried out on future to134

reference control period changes X, expressed in terms of absolute changes for temperatures135

and in terms of relative changes for precipitation:136

X = MTt −MTc, (1)

X = MPt/MPc − 1, (2)

where MT and MP are the 20-yr interannual mean values Y of the raw meteorological137

projections, where t refers to a given future or past 20-yr period centred on year t and where138

c refers to the 20-yr reference control period centred on year c. In the present work, the139

reference control period is the 1980–1999 period. The choice to work on change variables140

rather than on raw projections follows the choice made for most impact studies. More141

confidence is actually usually given to changes variables assumed to allow for partially coping142

with biases in simulation models (e.g. GCMs, SDMs).143

3. Theoretical framework144

a. The quasi-ergodic assumption145

In recent years, long time series of control simulations plus transient projections have146

become available for the large majority of GCM experiments. Time variations due to a147

GCM over the whole simulation period are a combination of the climate response of the148

GCM and its internal variability. Similarly, time variations of a regional variable obtained149

over the period for a given GCM/SDM chain are the combination of the climate response of150

the chain and of its total internal variability.151
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Let us consider that the studied variable is the interannual mean over a given n-year152

sub-period of a given regional climate variable. Let us next consider one simulation member153

obtained with a given GCM/SDM chain for a stationary climate (e.g. a climate in the154

absence of any anthropogenic forcing or any external radiative forcing). Provided that the155

simulation period is long enough, the time average of this simulation for the studied variable156

corresponds to the climate response of the GCM/SDM chain for this variable in this climate157

context. It would also correspond to its ensemble average for any n-year sub-period of the158

total simulation period, where the ensemble is constituted by all members that could be159

achieved with this GCM/SDM chain for this sub-period. For any member, the statistical160

distribution of the climate variable over time would similarly define the internal variability161

of the chain for this variable. It would also correspond, for any sub-period of the total162

simulation period, to the distribution of the variable that would be achieved from an infinite163

number of simulation members.164

Such dynamical system, for which the behavior averaged over time is the same as averaged165

over the space of all the system’s states, is said to be ergodic. For an ergodic system, the166

time average of one sequence of events is the same as the ensemble average at a given time.167

The same applies also for higher order statistical moments such as variance.168

If long time series were available for a stationary climate context for all GCM/SDM169

chains, the climate response and the internal variability of each chain for a given time would170

be therefore easy to estimate assuming that each chain behaves as an ergodic random process.171

Because solar and volcanic forcings were held constant in ENSEMBLES-STREAM2 exper-172

iments, this would here appear to be a reasonable assumption for the 1860–2000 extended173

control period (or at least for a relevant part of it, see section 3.b) for which GCM/SDM174

control experiments were produced. When 20-yr means are considered as the studied change175

variable and when stationarity can be assumed for the whole extended control period, the176

GCM/SDM climate response and its internal variability can be estimated from a sample of177

size 7 (140 years/20 years).178
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A sample with more data can be obtained assuming that the process is ”quasi-ergodic”179

for any transient period over which solar and volcanic forcings are held constant. It seems180

reasonable to consider that if the climate response of each GCM/SDM chain varies over181

the transient period, this variation should be gradual and smooth, the higher frequency182

variations of the time series being due to internal variability alone (Figure 2). Another183

reasonable assumption is that the internal variability remains constant over the period or184

that it varies gradually as a linear function of the climate response of the GCM/SDM chain.185

The first assumption was used for instance by Hawkins and Sutton (2011) and Räisänen186

(2001) and in the present study for changes in surface temperature. The second assumption187

is used in the present study for changes in precipitation (see Appendix B).188

Under this quasi-ergodic assumption, extracting of the noise-free-signal (NFS) from the189

time series makes it thus possible to estimate the climate response of the GCM/SDM chain190

and its possible change with time (the climate change response of the chain), as well as191

the noise around this response and in turn the GCM/SDM internal variability. In the192

present case, as simulations are provided for the 1860–2100 period, the GCM/SDM internal193

variability can be estimated from a sample of size 12 (240 years/20 years).194

[ FIGURE 2 HERE ]195

Finally, note also that when N different times series members are available for a given196

GCM/SDM chain, the quasi-ergodic assumption allows the estimation of both the GCM/SDM197

climate response and its internal variability from the ”super-sample” constituted by all sub-198

period data of all times series members (Figure 2, modeling chain B). In the present case,199

and even if only one stochastic realization is considered, the size of this ”super-sample” is200

for instance 12 × 3 = 36 for GCM/SDM chains with 3 available GCM runs. As shown201

by Hingray and Säıd (2014), the estimation of both the climate response and the internal202

variability of the chain is in this case expected to be much more robust than when estimated203

from the small number of members available for the considered lead time, even if internal204

variability is significant when compared to inter-chain dispersion.205
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These considerations are the base of the quasi-ergodic ANOVA framework used for par-206

titioning the uncertainty sources for the present dataset. Let us note X(g, s, r, k, t) the207

simulations outputs of the studied change variable for a given run r of each GCM g, each208

stochastic generation k of SDM s, each year t. These outputs can be written as:209

X(g, s, r, k, t) = NFS(g, s, t) + η(g, s, r, k, t), (3)

where NFS(g, s, t) is the NFS of the change variable for GCM/SDM chain g–s and where210

η(g, s, r, k, t) are the residuals of the kth stochastic generation of SDM s for the rth run of211

the GCM/SDM chain g–s.212

The total uncertainty of the change variable, Var {X(g, s, r, k, t)}, corresponds to the213

sum of the variances of both terms of the right hand side of Equation (3). They respectively214

correspond to the model uncertainty and to the internal variability of X for the modeling215

chains. The following framework, summarized in Figure 3, details how to estimate the216

different components of both terms. The main steps are are:217

• The noise-free-signal NFS(g, s, t) in Equation (3) is first estimated for each GCM/SDM218

chain g–s (top of Figure 3). The estimation is done for absolute changes in temperatures219

or relative changes in precipitation (see Section 3.b).220

• In a second step, we focus on model uncertainty, associated with the noise-free-signal221

(left side of Figure 3). The estimated noise-free-signal N̂FS(g, s, t) obtained from step 1222

is modeled using a two-way ANOVA framework allowing to separate GCM uncertainty223

(G), SDM uncertainty (S) and residual uncertainty (R) (see Section 3.c).224

• In a subsequent step, we focus on model internal variability, corresponding to the noise225

term η(g, s, r, k, t) in Equation (3) (right side of Figure 3). The estimated counterpart226

of internal variability, say η̂(g, s, r, k, t), comes from the estimation of NFS(g, s, t) and227

is modeled as the sum of two terms: δ(g, s, r, t) related to the large scale component228

of internal variability (LSIV) and ε(g, s, r, k, t) related to the small scale component229
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of internal variability (SSIV). The estimation of the associated variances is detailed in230

Section 3.d.231

• The total uncertainty is finally derived from these different model uncertainty and232

internal variability components (see Section 3.e).233

[ FIGURE 3 HERE ]234

b. Noise-free-signal235

The NFS for the change variable X (e.g. temperature changes) is estimated for each236

modeling chain from a trend model fitted to the raw projections Y (e.g. temperature) of the237

chain as:238

N̂FS(g, s, t) = y(g, s, t)− y(g, s, c) (4)

for absolute changes in temperature and:239

N̂FS(g, s, t) = y(g, s, t)/y(g, s, c)− 1 (5)

for relative changes in precipitation, where y(g, s, t) and y(g, s, c) are respectively the trend240

estimates of the raw projections Y for the future time period t and the reference control241

period c.242

The specific constraints and formulations retained for the estimation of the trends are243

presented in Appendix A. The trend models are composed from a constant value y(g, s, C)244

over the extended control period [1860,year0] and from a trend function for the transient245

period [year0+1, 2099] where the pivot year0 is the year where the climate is estimated to246

become non-stationary (Figure 2).247

A linear trend was chosen for precipitation. No satisfying adjustment was obtained with248

higher order monomials or polynomials. Higher order polynomials were observed to over-fit249

time fluctuations of raw data and often lead to no coherent NFSs between runs available250

for a same GCM/SDM configuration. As reported by Räisänen (2001), a linear trend is251
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expected to overestimate internal variability when the magnitude of this latter is small when252

compared to non-linearities in the climate change response. As highlighted in the ”Results”253

section, this is obviously not the case for precipitation as internal variability is very large254

for this variable. The confidence in a linear trend is also supported by the fact that internal255

variability estimated for the extended control period is similar to that estimated for the256

detrended future period (not shown).257

A linear trend is conversely not suited for changes in temperature which clearly highlight258

a progressive increase from the 1950’s. A 3rd order polynomial was found to be optimal,259

allowing additionally for adjusting for smaller increase rates at the end of the XXIth century.260

The pivot year, estimated with a sensitivity analysis, is 1950 for temperature, 1980 for261

precipitation.262

c. Partitioning model uncertainty263

It is assumed that the noise-free change response N̂FS(g, s, t) can be partitioned as:264

N̂FS(g, s, t) = µ(t) + α(g, t) + β(s, t) + γ(g, s, t) (6)

where µ(t) is the overall climate response representing the grand-ensemble mean of all exper-265

iments at projection lead time t, α(g, t) and β(s, t) are respectively the mean deviations of266

GCM g and SDM s from the grand-ensemble mean µ(t), and where γ(g, s, t) is the residual.267

The parameters α(g, t) and β(s, t) are called the main effects of the models, and µ(t)268

is the multichain mean. They are estimated using a classical two-way ANOVA framework269

without interactions (Berrington De González and Cox 2007; Searle 1971). Let us define the270
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following means where the symbol • indicates averaging over the particular index:271

N̂FS(g, •, t) =
1

Ns

Ns∑
s=1

N̂FS(g, s, t), (7)

N̂FS(•, s, t) =
1

Ng

Ng∑
g=1

N̂FS(g, s, t), (8)

N̂FS(•, •, t) =
1

NgNs

Ng∑
g=1

Ns∑
s=1

N̂FS(g, s, t). (9)

With a least squares estimation under constraints
∑Ng

g=1 α̂(g, t) = 0 and
∑Ns

s=1 β̂(s, t) =272

0, the parameter estimators in model (6) are given by:273

α̂(g, t) = N̂FS(g, •, t)− N̂FS(•, •, t), (10)

β̂(s, t) = N̂FS(•, s, t)− N̂FS(•, •, t), (11)

µ̂(t) = N̂FS(•, •, t), (12)

residuals are given by:274

γ̂(g, s, t) = N̂FS(g, s, t)− µ̂(t)− α̂(g, t)− β̂(s, t). (13)

and the total variability (or, in other words, total model uncertainty) of N̂FS(g, s, t) is given275

by:276

Var
[
N̂FS(g, s, t)

]
= Var [α̂(g, t)] + Var

[
β̂(s, t)

]
+ Var [γ̂(g, s, t)] . (14)

The three model uncertainty components will hereafter be referred to as GCM uncertainty277

(G), SDM uncertainty (S) and residual uncertainty (R). The theoretical variances may be278

estimated by their empirical counterparts, namely279

G(t) =
1

Ng − 1

Ng∑
g=1

{α̂(g, t)}2 , (15)

D(t) =
1

Ns − 1

Ns∑
s=1

{
β̂(s, t)

}2

, (16)

R(t) =
1

(Ng − 1) (Ns − 1)

Ng∑
g=1

Ns∑
s=1

{γ̂(g, s, t)}2 . (17)
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The residuals γ(g, s, t) describe any GCM-dependent deviations of SDMs. These devi-280

ations may be purely random. In this case, the deviations γ(g, s, t) obtained for a given281

GCM/SDM chain depend on the members (run/generations) used to identify the NFS of282

the chains. GCM-dependent deviations of SDMs may however be purely due to GCM/SDM283

interactions (e.g. Yip et al. 2011). In this case, the deviation term of Equation (6) is in-284

dependent of the members used to identify the NFS of the chains. For a given multimodel285

ensemble of NFSs, deviations come from the combined effect of randomness and interaction.286

Estimating the relative importance of each of these components can be obtained using a clas-287

sical 2-way ANOVA with interaction. This would however require the availability of multiple288

members of NFSs for each GCM/SDM chain. In the present case, 3 runs are available for 3289

GCMs. Three members of the NFS can therefore be obtained for each of the corresponding290

GCM/SDM chains. The interaction term estimated from this subset of chains was found to291

account for 20 to 30% of the variance of the deviation term. The contribution of interactions292

cannot be estimated for the full RIWER2030 MM2E given that only one run is available for293

2 GCMs, however it is expected to be of the same order as that obtained from the subset.294

The uncertainty component associated with the deviation term in the ANOVA will there-295

fore subsequently be referred to as the residual/model interaction uncertainty component296

(R/MI).297

d. Partitioning internal variability298

The noise term η(g, s, r, k, t) of Equation (3) accounts for the internal variability (IV) of299

the change variable X associated to the selected run r of GCM/SDM chain g–c. It can be300

also partitioned in the following components:301

η(g, s, r, k, t) = δ(g, s, r, t) + ε(g, s, r, k, t), (18)

where δ(g, s, r, t) is the deviation of the rth run of GCM g from the climate response of the302

GCM/SDM chain g–s and ε(g, s, r, k, t) is the deviation of the kth stochastic generation of303
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SDM s from the rth run of the chain.304

The parameter δ(g, s, r, t) is related to the large scale component of internal variability305

(further noted as LSIV) resulting from the run r of GCM g used to force SDM s and306

ε(g, s, r, k, t) is related to the small scale component of internal variability (further noted as307

SSIV) resulting from the stochastic generation k of SDM s when forced by run r of GCM g.308

It is assumed that the δ(g, s, r, t)’s and ε(g, s, r, k, t)’s have zero mean.309

Expression of LSIV and SSIV components are derived in the following for temperature.310

Similar expressions were derived for precipitation where relative changes are considered in-311

stead of absolute ones. They are presented in Appendix B.312

(i) Small Scale internal variability.313

For a given GCM/SDM chain g–s, the SSIV of the change variable X can be derived from314

the SSIV of the raw data Y . When only one run is available for the chain, this latter can be315

estimated for each projection lead time t as the inter-member variance of the 100 stochastic316

generations for Y . It was found to be roughly constant over the whole 1860–2099 simulation317

period validating the quasi-ergodic assumption for this component (see for instance the318

bottom graphs of Figure 1 where the inter-percentile distance is roughly independent on319

time). We could also check that for a given chain there is no correlation between the values320

of Y in the control and in a future climate. Then it follows that the SSIV of the change321

variable X = Yt − Yc, reads for any year t:322

Vark {X(g, s, r, k, t)} = Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, t)}+ Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, c)} (19)

where Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, c)} and Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, t)} denote the inter-generation variance of323

raw data Y simulated by GCM/SDM chain g–s for the reference control period c and any324

other period t. To estimate Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, t)}, define the multi-generation mean at time325
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t obtained from the outputs of the rth run of GCM/SDM combination g–s:326

Y (g, s, r, •, t) =
1

Nk

Nk∑
k=1

Y (g, s, r, k, t). (20)

Then Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, t)} is estimated by their empirical counterpart, that is327

V̂ark {Y (g, s, r, k, t)} =
1

Nk − 1

Nk∑
k=1

{Y (g, s, r, k, t)− Y (g, s, r, •, t)}2 . (21)

It also follows that the SSIV of the change variable X for the GCM/SDM chain g–s can328

be estimated as the multi-period mean of two times the variance for the raw data Y . The329

quasi-ergodic assumption also implies that when multiple GCM runs are available for the330

chain, the SSIV of the change variable X for this chain is the multi-run mean of the SSIV331

estimated for each run of the chain.332

Finally, the multimodel mean of this estimate is taken to be the SSIV component for the333

change variable X for the ensemble of climate experiments. It finally reads:334

SSIV =
2

NgNs

Ng∑
g=1

Ns∑
s=1

[
1

TNg,r

Ng,r∑
r=1

Nt∑
t=1

Vark {Y (g, s, r, k, t)}

]
, (22)

where Ng,r is the number of runs available for GCM g (either 1 or 3 in the present case, see335

Table 1).336

Note that for precipitation, for which relative changes are considered instead of absolute337

changes, the SSIV expression is a function of projection lead time t (see Appendix B). For338

the sake of notation simplicity, this component will be referred to in the following as SSIV (t)339

for both temperature and precipitation variables.340

(ii) Large scale internal variability.341

The LSIV is the variance component of the noise that remains after having removed342

the noise due to the stochastic downscaling generation process of the SDMs. It is here343

estimated for each modeling chain from the time series obtained for each run of the GCM344

from the multi-generation mean of the raw data. For the rth run of the GCM/SDM chain345
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g–s, Y (g, s, r, •, t) is actually the sum of the noise-free change response for this chain and of346

the noise component of the run due to LSIV. Assuming that the system is quasi-ergodic over347

the whole simulation period, the LSIV of the GCM/SDM chain for the raw data Y can next348

be estimated as the variance over time of the residuals of Y (g, s, r, •, t) from the NFS for349

Y . Note that for temperature changes, this assumes that LSIV is constant over the entire350

simulation period. Results obtained for the control and the future period independently351

show this is a reasonable assumption. When multiple runs are available for a chain, the352

LSIV for Y is estimated from the variance over time of residuals from all runs. Recall that353

the NFS correspond in this case to the common trend of these multiple runs.354

Following Hingray et al. (2007), we assume that for a given GCM/SDM chain g–s there355

is no correlation between the values of raw data Y (g, s, r, •, t) obtained in the control and in356

a future climate. The LSIV of the change variable X is thus also two times that of variable357

Y for this chain.358

The multimodel mean of the large scale internal variability for the change variable X is359

finally taken to be the large scale internal variability component. It finally reads:360

LSIV =
2

NgNs

Ng∑
g=1

Ns∑
s=1

VarT,Ng,r {Y (g, s, r, •, t)− y(g, s, t)} . (23)

For precipitation, for which relative changes are considered instead of absolute changes, the361

LSIV expression is also a function of projection lead time t (see Appendix B). For both362

variables, this component will be also referred to as LSIV (t) in the following.363

Note finally that by construction the δ(g, s, r, t)’s and the ε(g, s, r, k, t)’s are expected364

to be uncorrelated and the total uncertainty variance due to internal variability is simply365

the sum of LSIV and SSIV variance components. The absence of correlation can be checked366

empirically, for each stochastic generation obtained with SDM s when forced by run r of GCM367

g, with the correlation coefficient obtained between time series δ(g, s, r, t) and ε(g, s, r, k, t)368

available over the simulation period. For our dataset, the empirical correlation coefficient is369

in the ]− 0.4, 0.4[ interval for more than 90% of the cases.370
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e. Total uncertainty371

Under the assumption that the different variables on the right hand side of equations (3),372

(6) and (18) are uncorrelated, the total variance for the change variable X for a given future373

period t is given by the sum of the different variance components introduced previously. It374

reads:375

T (t) = G(t) + S(t) +R(t) + LSIV (t) + SSIV (t), (24)

where G(t), S(t), R(t), LSIV (t) and SSIV (t) are given by Equations (15), (16), (17), (23)376

and (22), respectively.377

The grand-ensemble mean µ(t) of all experiments at t and the total variance charac-378

terize the magnitude and total uncertainty of the change variable X. Note that the total379

uncertainty corresponding to this total variance is the potential uncertainty that would be380

obtained from a large number of members for the considered set of GCM/SDM (i.e. large381

number of runs for each GCM and large number of generations for each GCM/SDM chain).382

It may be significantly different from the total variance that would be obtained from the383

MM2E sample of opportunity (Hingray and Säıd 2014).384

We further define the fraction of total variance explained by uncertainty source U(t) as385

U(t)/T (t), (25)

where U(t) is either G(t), S(t), R(t), LSIV (t) or SSIV (t).386

4. Results387

a. Total uncertainty and sources of contributions388

Figure 4 presents, for 20-yr temperature and precipitation, the grand ensemble mean389

climate change response µ(t) and the limits of the interval µ(t)± 1.645
√
T (t) where T (t) is390

the total uncertainty variance.391
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[ FIGURE 4 HERE ]392

For both variables, total uncertainty increases with lead time, especially for projections of393

temperatures changes for which it is multiplied by a ratio of 3.5 from the beginning to the end394

of the century. It is conversely multiplied by a factor of only 1.4 for changes in precipitation.395

The main contribution for this increase is that of model uncertainty. Remember that the396

amplitudes of both IV components are assumed to remain constant over the whole period397

for temperature changes. For precipitations relative changes, they are conversely assumed398

to be a linear function of the grand-ensemble mean of the NFSs (see Appendix B). In the399

present case, as the grand-ensemble mean is expected to slightly decrease with time, both400

components of IV highlight therefore a slight decrease over the period.401

The relative contributions of model uncertainty and internal variability components to402

the total uncertainty are given in Figure 5. They vary significantly with projection lead time403

and the variable considered. For the first 3 decades, the contribution of internal variability404

is highly predominant for both variables. For the first 2 decades, in particular, the combined405

contribution of LSIV and SSIV represents nearly all the total uncertainty (resp. more than406

80% and 95% for temperature and precipitation). The contribution of internal variability407

then decreases with lead time as the total uncertainty increases. For temperature, it rapidly408

drops to less than 10% by the end of the century, then becoming negligible compared to409

model uncertainty. For precipitation, it is still around 60% of total uncertainty in 2090 and410

therefore remains the greatest contribution to total uncertainty over the whole simulation411

period.412

For both variables, the LSIV component is greater than the SSIV component. For tem-413

perature, the contribution of SSIV is negligible whatever the lead time. It is less than 5%414

even at the beginning of the century. This clearly reflects the fact that the small scale415

variability in temperature is nearly fully explained by the large scale variability. For pre-416

cipitation, the contribution of SSIV to cumulated internal variability is around 20% (as a417

consequence of the quasi-ergodic assumption, this contribution is roughly constant over the418
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simulation period). In 2090, LSIV is 50% of total uncertainty and thus remains the domi-419

nant uncertainty source. However, at this time, SSIV still represents more than 10% of total420

uncertainty (vs. 20% for the first decades). For precipitation, SSIV is therefore far from421

negligible, highlighting, as already discussed, that large scale variability cannot explain all422

of the variability observed for this variable (Lafaysse et al. 2014).423

For both variables, the contribution of model uncertainty increases over the whole sim-424

ulation period. The contribution of the error/interaction term is non-negligible, however it425

is far less than the contributions of GCM and SDM uncertainty. For temperature, GCM426

uncertainty is the main contribution for the end of the century. The SDM contribution is427

however non-negligible. It reaches up to 20% for the end of the century and even tends to428

be higher than the GCM contribution for the middle of the century.429

For precipitation, the GCM contribution is slightly smaller than the SDM contribution430

for the whole period. The change in the main effect of each SDM with time was estimated431

for the next century. Results show that the inter-SDM dispersion from a given SDM with432

different predictors is as large as that from different SDMs (see Figure 8b in section 5b).433

Note also that the contributions of GCM and SDM uncertainty to total uncertainty are434

much smaller than the contribution of LSIV. They are also smaller than the contribution of435

SSIV except for the end of the century where the contribution of SDM uncertainty is slightly436

larger.437

[ FIGURE 5 HERE ]438

b. Significance of changes439

Comparing for each projection lead time the grand-ensemble mean response to the total440

uncertainty provides a rough idea of the significance of the estimated changes with respect441

to any reference level of change. As mentioned previously, the total colored area in graphs442

of Figure 4 corresponds to the interval µ(t) ± 1.645
√
T (t) where T (t) is total uncertainty443
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variance. Assuming for convenience that all possible future climate projections are normally444

distributed, this interval corresponds to the confidence interval of possible future changes445

at the 90% confidence level. It allows estimating the significance at a 90% confidence level446

that all possible future realizations of the climate exceed a given reference level of change.447

In the following, we will discuss the significance for a non-zero climate change realization.448

A significant non-zero climate change realization is expected when the zero change value449

is outside the confidence interval or when the response-to-uncertainty ratio, expressed as450

µ(t)/
{

1.645
√
T (t)

}
, is outside the [−1, 1] interval. The response-to-uncertainty ratio (R/U)451

is presented for both variables in Figure 6.452

[ FIGURE 6 HERE ]453

For temperature, a significant non-zero change is predicted from the beginning of the454

century. The time of emergence of a significant warming, defined here as the first future455

lead time for which R/U is outside the [−1, 1] interval, is found within the first decade. For456

precipitation, the non-zero change is not significant. The absolute value of R/U remains457

much smaller than 1 throughout the entire period, indicating that the sign of change is very458

uncertain at the 90% confidence level even at the end of the century. Precipitation that may459

be experienced for a given future period could be therefore higher, but also lower, than those460

observed for the control period. This is mainly due to the large internal variability value for461

this variable.462

Note that Figure 4 also allows to discuss the significance of a non-zero climate change463

response. The total area covered by the GCM uncertainty (blue), SDM uncertainty (green)464

and residual / model interaction uncertainty (cyan) corresponds actually to the interval465

µ(t) ± 1.645
√
M(t) where M(t) is total model uncertainty expressed as the square root of466

total model uncertainty variance G(t) + S(t) + R(t). Assuming that the predicted climate467

change response has a normal distribution, a significant non-zero climate response at a 90%468

confidence level is obtained when the zero climate change response value is outside this469
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interval, i.e. outside the model uncertainty area. For precipitation, it is here also interesting470

to note that, even if simulation chains roughly agree on the direction of the change response471

(a decrease), a non-zero climate change response is still not significant at a 90% confidence472

level.473

c. The potential to reduce uncertainty474

It will never be possible to remove uncertainties related to internal variability because475

they are intrinsic to the Earth system even if uncertainty in the large scale component can476

be reduced for coming decades by improving the initialization of climate projections with477

observations (Smith et al. 2007). On the other hand, GCM and SDM uncertainties might478

be reduced by a better understanding of climatic and hydrological processes and resulting479

improvements of numerical models.480

Figure 6 also presents the response-to-uncertainty ratio assuming perfect models. This481

highlights the potential gain that would be achieved when improving both GCM and SDM.482

For temperature, the R/U increase is important especially for the second half of the cen-483

tury. This traduces again the very small impact of internal variability on the significance484

of changes. This traduces next the large potential to narrow uncertainty by improving sim-485

ulation models. The high contribution of SDM uncertainty was for instance surprising as486

we though initially that a large fraction of uncertainty should be carried by GCMs. It even487

tends to be higher than that of GCM for the middle of the century. This reflects actu-488

ally the influence of the different large scale temperature predictors retained for the SDMs489

(e.g. the extent of the large scale predictor domain in the different versions of dsclim which490

presents the most different effects). This critical issue was underestimated in the develop-491

ment of the SDMs. SDM development and selection were based on an extensive evaluation492

of the model ability to reproduce, in perfect prognosis conditions (where SDM are forced493

by NCEP/NCAR atmospheric reanalysis; Kalnay et al. 1996), a number of key statistical494

characteristics of the observed regional climate for the past 50 years. As all SDMs were495
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found to perform much higher for temperature than for the precipitation (Lafaysse 2011;496

Lafaysse et al. 2014), the main effort in model development was focused on precipitation.497

A deeper discussion is here obviously out of the scope of this paper but this clearly shows498

also the interest of the uncertainty analysis that allowed us to identify this likely drawback499

of some of the SDMs. This clearly shows also that an improved choice of the predictors500

would allow in this case for reducing the SDM contribution to total uncertainty in future501

projections. More constraining evaluation tests would have therefore to be carried out in502

future SDM developments for temperature. A special attention should be especially paid503

to the time transferability of the SDMs for this variable (e.g. comparison with temperature504

changes obtained from GCM outputs directly).505

For precipitation, the potential to reduce uncertainty is also non-negligible however model506

uncertainty accounts for a much smaller part of total uncertainty than for temperature. The507

R/U increases obtained when assuming perfect models are therefore low to very low, espe-508

cially for the first four decades. This again reflects the dominant role of internal variability.509

Even if all models would agree on the ensemble mean precipitation change, this mean change510

would be very small compared to the internal variability (see the potential R/U in Figure 6).511

This means that adapting management practices to the internal variability of precipitation512

should be a priority as it will likely contribute to successful adaptation to climate change.513

5. Discussion and conclusion514

a. Methodology and interpretation of results515

We introduce a simple two-part approach for the partitioning of model uncertainty and516

internal variability components in multimember multimodel ensembles of climate experi-517

ments. It is based on the quasi-ergodic assumption for the outputs of climate simulations518

obtained over long control and transient climate period. Model uncertainty components are519

estimated from the noise-free responses of the different modeling chains using a classical520
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two-ways ANOVA framework. Internal variability components, produced by each modeling521

chain, are estimated from the time series of residuals for the multiple members available for522

the chain.523

Our results for changes in precipitation and temperature are the following:524

• SDM uncertainty is of same order to that GCM. For the present dataset, it was even525

found to be greater for precipitation during the whole simulation period and for tem-526

perature during some decades in the middle of the century.527

• The contribution of the residual / model interaction term is much smaller than that528

of SDM and GCM uncertainty, but is not negligible.529

• Internal variability is the main component of total uncertainty, especially for the first530

decades. It rapidly decreases to less than 10% at the end of the century for temperature.531

It roughly always remains the main uncertainty component for precipitation.532

• The small scale component of internal variability is negligible for temperature. It is533

however of the same order than the large scale component for precipitation, whatever534

the projection lead time.535

• The response-to-uncertainty ratio at the 90% confidence level is very high for tempera-536

ture, whatever the lead time. Its absolute value is conversely always much smaller than537

one for precipitation, indicating that even the sign of precipitation change is uncertain.538

The time of emergence of change due to global warming is found to be as soon as the539

first decade for regional temperature but is not expected to be within this century for540

precipitation.541

These findings have important implications. As already suggested by numerous works, ne-542

glecting model uncertainty associated to downscaling models is expected to lead to erroneous543

climate change estimates (e.g. Chen et al. 2011). Depending on the studied variable, the544

same is likely to apply when internal variability is ignored. For precipitation, the major545
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impact of the large scale component of internal variability is well established (e.g. Hawkins546

and Sutton 2011). It is however often disregarded. The same applies for the small scale547

component of internal variability, associated to downscaling models. Its impact on climate548

projections is however likely to be non-negligible as highlighted in the present study for549

precipitation projections. Similar conclusions could be expected with dynamical downscal-550

ing models. The presence of internal variability in ensembles of nested Regional Climate551

Model (RCM) simulations is actually widely acknowledged in the community working on552

dynamical downscaling (Nikiéma and Laprise 2013). Alexandru et al. (2007) found for in-553

stance that seasonal statistics of precipitation fields simulated with the Canadian Regional554

Climate Model are likely to be poorly estimated from a single model simulation and that a555

robust estimation, depending on season and region, could require a minimum number of 10556

members. For climate projections, the internal variability associated to the RCM could be557

locally larger than the mean climate change response, as shown for instance by Braun et al.558

(2012). Part of this internal variability is expected to be reduced with a closer forcing of the559

RCM towards the driving circulation but part of it must also correspond to the freedom the560

system has of creating different local weather from different weather patterns. If the real561

contribution of this internal variability component seems to remain unclear at this time, its562

impact on climate projection is therefore worth more attention.563

Multimodel (GCMs and Downscaling Models) experiments became a standard in Climate564

change impact studies. Another standard should be to rely on multimember experiments.565

Impact studies based on single members of SDMs or RCMs experiments (or small ensembles)566

are likely to be not more relevant than those based on single runs of available GCMs (or small567

ensembles). When they are intended to provide information for climate change adaptation,568

they may lead to poor decisions. A relevant strategy would be, in the present case, to adapt569

to internal variability of precipitation.570
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b. Partitioning uncertainty components with the quasi-ergodic ANOVA framework571

A strong advantage of the quasi-ergodic ANOVA (QE-ANOVA) approach presented in572

the present work is that all periods and experiments available in the ensemble of climate573

experiments opportunity can be valorized. A critical and classical problem in similar studies574

is actually that the number of available runs differs from one GCM to the other. As an575

ANOVA in such an unbalanced case is no easily tractable (Sansom et al. 2013), a unique576

number of runs is next usually considered for all GCMs (e.g. Hawkins and Sutton 2009;577

Hingray et al. 2007; Yip et al. 2011). This simplifies the ANOVA framework and allows578

treating all GCM/SDM chains equally. This leads however to disregard a large number of579

available runs. Additionally, Deser et al. (2012) and Northrop (2013) pointed out the fact580

that results can depend strongly on the particular dataset chosen, so relying on a single581

dataset may be misleading. A major challenge is to have therefore the possibility to use all582

available experiments for the impact study under consideration (Sansom et al. 2013).583

In the present framework, the model uncertainty analysis is carried out on the climate584

change responses estimated respectively for each GCM/SDM chain. The climate change585

response is unique for a given chain whatever the number of runs available to estimate it. In586

the classical ANOVA part of the method, all available runs can therefore be accounted for and587

all GCM can be treated equally, whatever the number of runs accounted for. The residuals588

from the climate response estimated for each modeling chain allows next for estimating the589

different components of internal variability.590

In the present work, a large number of SDM generations was made available for each run591

of each GCM/SDM chain. This allowed for an easy separation of both large scale and small592

scale components of internal variability. Such a dataset is likely to be not always available.593

In such a case, the partition between both components would not be possible. The method594

would however allow estimating the total internal variability resulting from both components595

using an equation similar to Equation (23).596

In all cases, all available data can again be used to estimate the large scale component of597
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internal variability. For a given modeling chain, this latter can be actually estimated from598

the residuals obtained for the entire control+transient simulation period from all members599

available for the chain.600

c. Robustness of uncertainty components estimates601

The more members we can rely on, the more robust the estimates of uncertainty com-602

ponents are obviously expected to be. The climate response for a given modeling chain603

can however be already identified from only one member. In this case, when a long con-604

trol+transient period is available (e.g. 240 years in the present study), the quasi-ergodic605

assumption makes it already possible to estimate the large scale internal variability compo-606

nent from a quite large sample of residuals (7 data in our case).607

In this work, results were presented using all experiments of the RIWER2030 MM2E,608

and especially the 3 runs available for 3 of the 5 considered GCMs (Table 1). The results are609

roughly the same when only one run is used for each GCM. This is for instance illustrated610

in Figure 7 by the roughly unchanged partitioning of total variance obtained when only the611

first, second or third run is used. The main difference is the slightly smaller contribution612

of the large scale internal variability component obtained for precipitation. The robustness613

of the method is also illustrated by the fairly unchanged patterns of main model effects614

shown in Figure 8 for such configurations. For both variables, the main effect of SDMs is615

similar whatever the run or multirun experiment considered. The main effect of the GCMs616

is somewhat more sensitive to the experiment but the general pattern of main effects is the617

same.618

The robustness of uncertainty component estimates obviously depends on the possibility619

to achieve a robust estimate of each modeling chain climate response. A potentially criti-620

cal problem is therefore the potential errors associated to the identification of the climate621

response of each modeling chain. A first difficulty concerns the choice of the type of trend622

used for the NFS estimation. For convenience, analytical trend functions were chosen in the623
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present work and a same analytical model (with chain-dependent parameters) was retained624

for all GCM/SDM chains. For some chains, better adjustments could have been probably ob-625

tained with higher order polynomials or with trend functions estimated with non-parametric626

methods. An overly adaptable trend function is however expected to underestimate the627

internal variability of the chain and to be too sensible to the sample of data used for its628

identification (i.e. to the member retained for the estimation).629

Even when a simple trend analytical function is retained, the dependence of the trend to630

the data sample may be high and it could be therefore difficult to identify the true climate631

change response of the modeling chain. This problem is of course expected as soon as632

internal variability is high compared to the climate response of the chain. This is likely to633

explain differences in the results presented here, for precipitation especially (e.g. the rather634

large dispersion of the main GCM effects between one-run configurations or the smaller635

contribution of large scale internal variability component to total uncertainty for one-run636

configurations).637

From a 40-member climate experiment, Deser et al. (2012) found that the minimum638

number of members required for an accurate estimation of the climate change response639

(linear least-squares trends fit to the period 2005–2060) can be quite large depending on640

the considered variable. Due to the relative amplitudes of the climate change response and641

natural variability, they highlighted that 1 member is needed to detect a significant (at the642

95% confidence level) warming in the 2050s decade compared to the 2010s at nearly all643

locations, compared to approximately 3− 6 (> 15) ensemble members for tropical and high644

latitude (middle latitude) precipitation.645

For a number of impact studies, the relevance and significance of the climate responses646

identified from available MM2E of climate projections are therefore expected to be rather647

problematic. For this critical identification issue, robust methods and clear consensual guide-648

lines would be highly welcomed from the climate research community. Further methodologi-649

cal developments are also required to complement the QE-ANOVA framework. They should650
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allow for a thorough analysis and quantification of the different errors sources liable to impact651

uncertainty estimates.652

[ FIGURE 7 HERE ]653

[ FIGURE 8 HERE ]654

d. Extensions655

The QE-ANOVA framework can be easily applied for a large number of different data656

sets. The main requirement is that long term simulations are available to allow for a robust657

estimation of the climate response of each modeling chain and of its internal variability. In658

all cases, the NFS would allow for the estimation of all model uncertainty components and659

the residuals from this NFS would allow for the estimation of the different internal variability660

components.661

A straightforward application is for instance to quantify the uncertainty in hydrometeo-662

rological projections obtained by simulation with a given hydrological model from a dataset663

similar to the one used in the present work. An application is presented by Lafaysse et al.664

(2014) for hydrological projections obtained for the Upper River Durance basin from the665

present MM2E of climate projections. The same framework could be also easily extended666

to hydrological projections from multiple hydrological models (HM). The NFSs resulting667

from all GCM/SDM/HM chains would make it possible to partition the main model effects.668

This could be done using a classical three-way ANOVA. As the hydrological behavior of669

catchments is mainly deterministic, as reflected by the large majority of hydrological models670

used for climate change impact studies, the HM is not expected to introduce any additional671

component to the internal variability of the chain. Internal variability could be partitioned,672

in the same way as presented here, into its large scale and small scale components related673

mainly to GCMs and SDMs respectively.674

As long as climate experiments would be available for a number of different emission675
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scenarios, another straightforward extension of this framework would be also to additionally676

estimate scenario uncertainty. Each emission scenario would actually influence the NFSs of677

the modeling chains. Scenario uncertainty would be thus considered as an additional ”model678

uncertainty” factor to be estimated from the classical ANOVA part of the framework.679

Note finally also that the QE-ANOVA framework presented here does not necessarily680

require all the model components of the simulation chain. For instance, it does not require681

that GCM experiments are downscaled with SDM or RCMs. It can be applied directly on682

GCM outputs if only experiments from different GCM are available. The partition would683

here only concern the uncertainty due to the GCM and that due to large scale internal684

variability. As already mentioned, the framework does also not require all the members used685

in the present work (e.g. different runs of the same GCM, a large number of stochastic686

generations from the SDM). It could be also easily applied on the outputs of GCM/SDM687

experiments with a single SDM generation for each GCM/SDM chain. In such a case, the688

different components of internal variability could however not be partitioned and the estimate689

of internal variability would contain both components.690
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APPENDIX A704

705

Trend models706

Different trend models were used in previous works to fit the time evolution of future pro-707

jections from climate experiments. To estimate internal variability in 17 CMIP2 experiments,708

Räisänen (2001) assumed that the climate change response for the 2000–2080 period was a709

linear function of time, like the greenhouse run radiative forcing that was proportional to the710

logarithm of atmospheric CO2. Hawkins and Sutton (2009) assumed the noise-free-signal to711

be a fourth order polynomial of time over the 1950–2099 period.712

In the present work, an analytical trend model is also used for convenience. It applies on713

the raw temperature or precipitation projections Y . For each GCM/SDM combination, the714

trend model is estimated for the whole 1860–2099 period with following constraints:715

• It is composed of a constant value y(g, s, C) over the extended control period [1860–716

year0] and of a linear or polynomial trend for the transient period [year0+1, 2099].717

y(g, s, C) is the mean value of the variable estimated for the extended control period718

and constitutes the starting value of the adjustment for the transient period.719

• The pivot year and the polynomial degree are assumed to be the same for all GCM/SDM720

chains. They vary from one variable to the other. The coefficients of the linear or poly-721

nomial trend are the same for all members of a given GCM/SDM chain. They vary722

from one chain to the other.723

• The fit is made using ordinary least squares. In case of a polynomial trend, the fit724

insure that the derivative of the polynomial is zero for the pivot year (see equations725

below).726
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A basic assumption there is thus that the climate response of a given GCM/SDM config-727

uration varies progressively over the 1860–2100 period with a continuous derivative for the728

pivot year especially. Fitting a trend without these constraints potentially leads to a noise-729

free climate change that over-fits the raw series around the 2000 year especially, leading in730

turn to overestimate the model uncertainty components and to underestimate the internal731

variability components.732

Note that y(g, s, C) is not necessary equal to the raw projection Y obtained for the733

reference control period c from which future changes are estimated. On the one hand, the734

pivot year does actually not necessarily correspond to the middle year of the reference control735

period c. In turn the trend estimate y(g, s, c) of the raw projection Y for the reference control736

period c is a priori different from the constant value y(g, s, C) estimated over the extended737

control period C (see Figure 2). On the other hand, the raw value Y (c) is also expected738

to be significantly different from the trend estimate y(g, s, c) as soon as internal variability739

is non-negligible (e.g. for precipitation in the present case). The trend function identified740

using y(g, s, C) as starting value for the transient climate period is therefore expected to be741

much more robust and thus relevant that the one which could have been obtained using the742

sample mean of the reference control period c instead.743

The analytical expressions of the coefficients of trend function have been derived to meet744

the above mentioned constraints. Different trend models were tested for the raw variables745

considered in this work: a monomial trend of degree n (1 ≤ n ≤ 3) and a polynomial trend746

of degree 3. In the case of a monomial trend, the trend has the following expression:747

x(t) =

 x0 for t < t0,

x0 + aτn for t ≥ t0,
(A1)

where x0 is the constant value estimated for the extended control, τ = t− t0 and where the748

least square estimate of coefficient a is .749

a =
T∑

ti=t0

(τni Yi)
/ T∑

ti=t0

τ 2ni , (A2)
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where Yi is the raw projection of the studied variable for future period centred at year ti750

and where T is the final future projection period (2080–2099 here). This expression holds751

for every strictly positive real number. For n > 1, it insures that the derivative is zero when752

t = t0.753

In case of a polynomial of degree 3, the trend expression reads:754

x(t) =

 x0 for t < t0,

x0 + aτ 2 + bτ 3 for t ≥ t0,
(A3)

where the least-square estimation of both coefficients with constraints mentioned above are:755

b =
T∑

ti=t0

(
Yi −

my

m2

τ 2i

)(
τ 3i −

m3

m2

τ 2i

)/ T∑
ti=t0

(
τ 3i −

m3

m2

τ 2i

)2

, (A4)

a =
my − bm3

m2

(A5)

with756

my =
T∑

ti=t0

Yi, (A6)

m2 =
T∑

ti=t0

τ 2i , (A7)

m3 =
T∑

ti=t0

τ 3i . (A8)

The choice of the trend model was made studying the homoscedasticity of the residuals and757

the relevance of the trend shape over the whole simulation period. The sensitivity analysis758

considered different types of models and different pivot years year0.759
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APPENDIX B760

761

Internal variability components for relative changes762

Uncertainty components in the case of relative changes are derived in this appendix763

following Appendix A of Hingray et al. (2007). Let consider the simulations outputs over764

the 1860–2099 period of modeling chain m defined by the rth run of GCM/SDM combination765

g–c. Assuming that at any time the noise-free estimate of Y is a good approximation of the766

expected value of Y , approximations to the variance of the change variable X for this chain767

m can be obtained with the delta method (Stuart and Ord 1987, Sections 10.5 and 10.6):768

V̂ar (Xm,t) ≈
{
y(g, s, t)

y(g, s, c)

}2
[

V̂ar (Ym,t)

{y(g, s, t)}2
+

V̂ar (Ym,c)

{y(g, s, c)}2

]
(B1)

where V̂ar (Xm,t) denote the estimated total internal variability of the change variable X for769

modeling chain m and where V̂ar (Ym,t) and V̂ar (Ym,c) are the estimated variances of the770

raw data Y for the future period t and reference control period c, respectively.771

Assuming that the large scale and small scale internal variability components are non772

correlated, both terms in the parentheses of the right hand side of this equation can be773

partitioned in their large and small scale components.774

An estimate of the small scale variability component therefore reads:775

V̂ark (Xm,t) ≈
{
y(g, s, t)

y(g, s, c)

}2
[
V̂ark (Ym,t)

{y(g, s, t)}2
+

V̂ark (Ym,c)

{y(g, s, c)}2

]
(B2)

Both two terms of Equation (B2) are equivalent to a coefficient of variation of Y with respect776

to the inter-generation variance. This coefficient of variation was assumed to be roughly777

constant for a given chain over the whole 1860–2099 simulation period. Its multi-period778

mean was used for estimating the SSIV of the relative change variable X for the modeling779

chain m when only one run is available. It reads:780

V̂ark (Xm,t) ≈
{
y(g, s, t)

y(g, s, c)

}2
2

T

T∑
t=1

V̂ark

(
Ym,t

y(g, s, t)

)
. (B3)
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When multiple runs are available for a given GCM/SDM chain, the multirun mean of these781

estimates was retained as SSIV for this chain. In both cases, the SSIV for chain m is a782

function of time via the term y(g, s, t) in the equation. The SSIV component of the relative783

change variable for the projection ensemble was next estimated for each future lead time t784

as the multimodel mean of these variances, from the following equation:785

SSIV (t) ≈ 2

NgNs

Ng∑
g=1

Ns∑
s=1

[
1

TNg,r

{
y(g, s, t)

y(g, s, c)

}2 Ng,r∑
r=1

T∑
t=1

V̂ark

(
y(g, s, r, k, t)

y(g, s, t)

)]
. (B4)

Note that Equation (B4) has a form similar to Equation (22). The raw variable is replaced786

by the raw variable normalized by its expected value and a multiplicative coefficient accounts787

for the relative change in expected values from the control to the future period. Note that788

for t ≤ c, the SSIV is two times the multimodel mean of the coefficient variation of Y with789

respect to the inter-generation variance.790

The large scale internal variability component has the same expression as that791

of SSIV in Equation (B2) but, due to the limited number of runs available, the inter-run792

variance cannot be estimated. Similarly to the assumption made for changes in temperature,793

we assume that the LSIV for Y with respect to the inter-run dispersion is, in term of794

coefficient of variation, constant over the whole simulation period. It follows that for any795

time t:796

V̂arr

(
Ym,t

y(g, s, t)

)
≈ V̂arT

(
Ym,t

y(g, s, t)

)
. (B5)

When multiple runs are available for a chain, this variance component is estimated accounted797

for data from all runs. The LSIV component of the relative change variable X was next be798

estimated from the multimodel mean of the inter-period inter-run variance of Y (g, s, r, •, t)799

as:800

LSIV (t) =
2

NgNs

Ng∑
g=1

Ns∑
s=1

[{
y(g, s, t)

y(g, s, c)

}2

V̂arT,Ng,r

(
Y (g, s, r, •, t)− y(g, s, t)

y(g, s, t)

)]
. (B6)
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Table 1. GCM experiments for the 20C3M+SRESA1B (1860–2100) from the
ENSEMBLES Stream 2 EU research project (Johns et al. 2011).

Centre Model Acronym Run(s) Reference(s)
CNRM (France) CNRM-CM3.3 CNCM33 1 Salas-Mélia et al. (2005)
DMI (Denmark) ECHAM5-C DMIEH5C 3 May (2008)
MPI (Germany) ECHAM5-C MPIEH5C 3 Brasseur and Roeckner (2005)
IPSL (France) IPSL-CM4v2 IPCM4v2 3 Dufresne et al. (2005)
FUB (Germany) EGMAM2 EGMAM2 1 Huebener et al. (2007)
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Table 2. Statistical Downscaling Models from the RIWER2030 ANR project
(Lafaysse et al. 2014; Hingray et al. 2013). Predictors used by the models are: SLP :
sea level pressure, Z: geopotential height for the pressure level, Ta: surface temperature,
u and v: zonal and meridian geostrophic wind, HU : relative humidity, Fq: moisture flux,
subscript refers to pressure level. The number of generation for each GCM/SDM chain is
100.

Centre Method Acronym Predictors Reference(s)
EDF
(France)

k-nearest neighbors analog20 Z700, Z1000 Obled et al. (2002),
Chardon et al. (2014)

Cerfacs
(France)

Weather Type +
Transfer function

dsclim10 SLP Boé et al. (2006),
Lafaysse (2011)

dsclim11 SLP , Ta
dsclim21 Z850, Z500

LTHE
(France)

Transfer function +
k-nearest neighbors

d2gen10 SLP , u700, v700, Ta700 Mezghani and
Hingray (2009)

d2gen32 SLP , u700, v700,
Ta700, HU700, Fq700
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4 Grand-ensemble mean climate change response µ(t) and total un-935

certainty in 20-yr mean temperature and precipitation projections936

for the Upper Durance River Catchment as a function of projection937

lead time (reference period 1980–1999). The total colored area covered938

by all uncertainty components corresponds to µ(t)± 1.645
√
T (t) where T (t)939

is the total uncertainty variance. The time axis gives the midpoint of the940

averaging future period. Uncertainty components are shown in dark blue for941

GCM uncertainty, green for SDM uncertainty, cyan for Residuals/Model In-942

teraction (R/MI), red for large scale internal variability (LSIV) and yellow943

for small scale internal variability (SSIV) of the GCM/SDM chains. For each944

model uncertainty and internal variability component, the vertical extent of945

the corresponding area is proportional to the fraction of total uncertainty ex-946

plained by the component. This fraction is obtained from the ratio (standard947

deviation of uncertainty component)/(standard deviation of total uncertainty). 50948

5 Fraction of total variance explained by each source of uncertainty for949

expected mean change in 20-yr mean temperature and precipitation950

projections as a function of projection lead time. For details see caption951

of Figure 1. 51952

6 Response-to-uncertainty ratio for expected mean change in 20-yr953

mean temperature and precipitation projections as a function of954

time (reference period is 1980–1999). The continuous black line with955

circles is the potential response-to-uncertainty ratio assuming zero model un-956

certainty. In both case, the climate change response is the grand-ensemble957

mean µ(t) of the ensemble of experiments obtained from Equation (9). The958

uncertainty corresponds to the 90% confidence level. 52959
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7 Influence of GCM run selection on fraction of total variance ex-960

plained by each source of uncertainty for expected mean change in961

20-yr mean temperature and precipitation projections as a function962

of time. Analysis is based with either the first (left), the second (middle) or963

the third runs (right) of each GCM for which 3 runs are available. Graphs964

have to be compared to those of Figure 5. For details see caption of Figure 4. 53965

8 Influence of GCM run selection on the main effects of GCM (left)966

and SDM (right) for expected mean change in 20-yr mean tem-967

perature (top) and precipitation (bottom) projections as a function968

of time. Model effects are either obtained from the multiple runs analysis969

(lines with markers) or from a single run analysis (lines without markers).970

Lines of a same color correspond to the effect of a same model. Note that971

for precipitation, the main effects of both GCM and SDM present a linear972

dependency to time as a result of the trend model used to estimate the NFS973

of each GCM/SDM chain. 54974
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Fig. 1. 20-year running mean of annual temperature (right) and precipitation
(left) versus time over the period 1860–2100. Bottom: 100 scenarios (gray lines)
obtained from the DMIEH5C-1/DSCLIM-10 modeling chain (the bottom red, green and
top red curves correspond respectively to 5th percentile, median and 95th percentile; the
blue curve corresponds to one scenario randomly selected from the set of 100). Middle and
top: Multi-generation mean of the 100 scenarios obtained with DSCLIM-10 when forced by
each of the 11 GCM experiments (top) or with all SDMs forced by the DMIEH5C-1 GCM
experiment (middle).
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Fig. 2. Time series members, climate responses and internal variability for two
modeling chains over a control+transient simulation period.
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Fig. 3. Schematic flow diagram of the Quasi-Ergodic ANOVA (QE-ANOVA)
framework applied for partitioning model uncertainty components (GCM uncer-
tainty, SDM uncertainty, Residual-GCM/SDM interaction) and internal variability com-
ponents (large scale, small scale).The number of the section where the methodology and/or
estimation is presented is mentioned in the margins of the figure.
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Fig. 4. Grand-ensemble mean climate change response µ(t) and total uncer-
tainty in 20-yr mean temperature and precipitation projections for the Upper
Durance River Catchment as a function of projection lead time (reference period
1980–1999). The total colored area covered by all uncertainty components corresponds to
µ(t) ± 1.645

√
T (t) where T (t) is the total uncertainty variance. The time axis gives the

midpoint of the averaging future period. Uncertainty components are shown in dark blue for
GCM uncertainty, green for SDM uncertainty, cyan for Residuals/Model Interaction (R/MI),
red for large scale internal variability (LSIV) and yellow for small scale internal variability
(SSIV) of the GCM/SDM chains. For each model uncertainty and internal variability com-
ponent, the vertical extent of the corresponding area is proportional to the fraction of total
uncertainty explained by the component. This fraction is obtained from the ratio (standard
deviation of uncertainty component)/(standard deviation of total uncertainty).
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Fig. 5. Fraction of total variance explained by each source of uncertainty for
expected mean change in 20-yr mean temperature and precipitation projections
as a function of projection lead time. For details see caption of Figure 1.
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Fig. 6. Response-to-uncertainty ratio for expected mean change in 20-yr mean
temperature and precipitation projections as a function of time (reference pe-
riod is 1980–1999). The continuous black line with circles is the potential response-to-
uncertainty ratio assuming zero model uncertainty. In both case, the climate change response
is the grand-ensemble mean µ(t) of the ensemble of experiments obtained from Equation (9).
The uncertainty corresponds to the 90% confidence level.
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Fig. 7. Influence of GCM run selection on fraction of total variance explained by
each source of uncertainty for expected mean change in 20-yr mean temperature
and precipitation projections as a function of time. Analysis is based with either
the first (left), the second (middle) or the third runs (right) of each GCM for which 3 runs
are available. Graphs have to be compared to those of Figure 5. For details see caption of
Figure 4.
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Fig. 8. Influence of GCM run selection on the main effects of GCM (left) and
SDM (right) for expected mean change in 20-yr mean temperature (top) and
precipitation (bottom) projections as a function of time. Model effects are either
obtained from the multiple runs analysis (lines with markers) or from a single run analysis
(lines without markers). Lines of a same color correspond to the effect of a same model. Note
that for precipitation, the main effects of both GCM and SDM present a linear dependency
to time as a result of the trend model used to estimate the NFS of each GCM/SDM chain.
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